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PREFACE

Indonesian Fisheries Research Journal Volume 18 Number 1 June 2012 is the first publication of English journal of the Research Center for Fisheries Management and Conservation in 2012. The journal is expected to be a source of newest science and technology for all scientists and researchers in Indonesia and other countries. The financial for publication is provided by the Research Center for Fisheries Management and Conservation budget in the fiscal year of 2012.

This volume contain environmental condition, fish resources and management of maninjau lake of west sumatera; the genetic structure of the white cyprinid (*tor tambroides*) populations based on COI gene sequence analyzes; the developing recommendations for undertaking cpue standardisation using observer program data; catch estimation and size distribution of billfishes landed in port of benoa, bali; interaction pattern between fishers and foreign investors in the fishing business and its implications (a case in nunukan regency, east kalimantan); fishing activity, size distribution, tag released and recapture of tuna tagging in Eastern Indonesian waters.

We hope that all the articles on this volume may contribute significantly to the development of fishery science and technology in Indonesia. We are grateful to the editorial board for their improvement and suggestion on reviews of the manuscripts.

Editor
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